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Abstract. Ultrafast transient absorption spectroscopy reveals the effect of chemical
substitutions on the photoreaction kinetics of biomimetic photoswitches displaying
coherent dynamics. Ground state vibrational coherences are no longer observed when
the excited state lifetime exceeds 300fs.

INTRODUCTION
Photoisomerizing molecular switches convert light energy into mechanical energy at the molecular
scale. Naturally implemented in photosensitive proteins to trigger their biological activity, such
molecules may also be artificially synthesized to control a given functionality at the molecular level,
or to drive molecular machines with light. To this end, the indanylidene-pyrroline (IP) chemical
skeleton has been designed to reproduce the excited state (S1) potential energy surface of retinal in
rhodopsin (Rho) [1, 2]. As a result, these biomimetic molecules undergo an ultrafast
photoisomerization involving coherent dynamics through a conical intersection (CI) [3]. This is a
remarkable biomimetic process in which a significant amount of mechanical energy is delivered into
a few specific vibrational modes. The IP molecular family appears as a powerful model system,
where combined transient absorption spectroscopy and state-of-the-art modeling (QM/MM) allows a
detailed, mechanistic understanding of the coherent dynamics [4].
Several representatives of the IP molecules are now available with various substitutions (see Fig.
1A). Here we investigate the influence of chemical substitutions on the photoreaction dynamics. We
perform transient absorption spectroscopy on two new, cationic members of the family, the NAIP
and dMe-MeO-NAIP, which are respectively missing the MeO group on C6’ or the Me group on C5.
We compare the dynamics to that of ZW-MeO-NAIP [3], itself very similar to MeO-NAIP [4]. In the
VIS range, the successive signatures of Stimulated Emission (SE) and Photoproduct Absorption
(PA) may be observed, allowing us to pinpoint accurately in time the passage of the system through
the CI, as was also observed in Rho [5]. We show that unlike the photoreaction of NAIP which is
the fastest and also vibrationally coherent, that of dMe-MeO-NAIP is significantly slower and no
longer displays coherent dynamics.
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Results
For the previously reported IPs the fluorescence is shorter-lived than the Excited State Absorption
(ESA) observed in UV transient absorption experiments [2-4]. A more accurate measurement of the
residence time in S1 resides in the crossover between SE and PA. It is observed in several of the IPs
displaying vibrationally coherent dynamics, and also in the case of NAIP as shown in Fig. 1B and
1C. This data is obtained with a 400-nm, 60-fs pump and a supercontinuum VIS probe with the setup
described in [2, 3]. At time zero, SE is observed at λ > 470 nm, an intense ESA band is seen at λ <
470 nm and a weaker, very short-lived one at λ > 550 nm. While time evolves, the red ESA
(>550nm) rapidly vanishes and reveals that the SE extends very far towards long wavelengths (>
650nm), where it is suddenly followed by the PA signal. The latter rapidly blue shifts to form the
longer-lived band at λ <470 nm. This observation of far red-detuned, successive signals of SE and
PA is the signature of a population, which is relatively well focused in the configuration space in
form of a vibrational wavepacket, and evolves through the CI. The vibrational coherence is further
illustrated by the oscillations seen in the PA signature in the 430-nm trace at times >250 fs (fig. 1C),
as already reported for other IPs [3, 4].

Fig. 1 (A) Chemical structure of the IP molecular switches: NAIP (R2=H, R5=Me, R’=H), MeO-NAIP (R2=H,
R5= Me, R’= MeO), dMe-MeO-NAIP (R2= H, R5= H, R’= MeO) and ZW-MeO-NAIP (R2=COO-, R5=Me,
R’=MeO). (B) and (C) Signatures of the vibrational coherence observed in VIS transient absorption of NAIP in
methanol solution. The dashed arrows indicate the dynamic spectral shift of the earliest PA signature. (D)
Steady-state absorption spectra of NAIP (blue), dMe-MeO-NAIP (green) and ZW-MeO-NAIP (red) in MeOH.
The pump pulse is set around 370 nm (violet- filled spectrum) for NAIP and 425 nm (blue-filled spectrum) for
the other two. (E) Transient absorption kinetics at 520 nm for the three compounds. Fast signal variations wihtin
±50 fs are spurious solvent contributions.

The crossover from the SE to the PA signals is in particular well observed at 520 nm (Fig. 1 C) and
can be monitored in a variety of IP compounds as an accurate measurement of their photoreaction
speeds. We thus perform transient absorption experiments with a sub-30 fs UV or VIS pump and a
7-fs VIS probe. In methanol, the absorption maximum of NAIP is 362 nm, while it is 389 nm for
dMe-MeO-NAIP and 396 nm fo ZW-MeO-NAIP (see Fig. 1D). The pump beam is obtained by sum05006-p.2
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frequency generation of the 780-nm fundamental pulse with a VIS or IR NOPA [6] in order to pump
the NAIP compound at 370 nm or the other two compounds at 425 nm. Fig 1E displays the kinetic
traces observed at 520 nm for the 3 compounds. In the case of ZW-MeO-NAIP, the maximum of the
positive PA contribution is observed after 380 fs, in perfect agreement with previous results [3]. The
NAIP compound displays a similar kinetic trace, but a faster decay to S0, with the PA signal
maximum at 280 fs. Instead, the dMe-MeO-NAIP shows a qualitatively different kinetic trace, with
no signature of the PA at 520 nm, unlike in all other IP compounds. The constant signal level up to
~200 fs may simply be due to the overlapping wing of the same, weak, red ESA band as seen in
other IPs. Then, the SE signal decays with a ~0.3-ps time constant. Furthermore, while NAIP
displays signatures of coherent dynamics through the CI like other IPs, dMe-MeO-NAIP does not
[7].

Conclusion
The photoreaction speed and coherent dynamics of the IP photoswitches can be tuned by chemical
substitutions. The impulsive appearance of the PA signal in the VIS region is a signature of
vibrational coherence, which is preserved in NAIP, where the MeO group is removed and the
photoreaction is faster, presumably due to an enhanced slope in the S1 potential energy surface
towards the CI. Instead no such signature is observed in dMe-MeO-NAIP, where the longer S1
lifetime exceeds the typical vibrational coherence lifetime in the IPs [3, 4]. Presumably, the nonplanar S0 geometry of ZW-MeO-NAIP, imposed by the steric hindrance of the Me group at C5,
accelerates the photoreaction as compared to the quasi-planar dMe-MeO-NAIP. Remarkably, there
seems to be no correlation between the reaction speed or the appearance of vibrational coherence in
the photoproduct, and the photoisomerization quantum yield. A detailed investigation addressing this
point is in progress.
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